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To all willon it actly concei'i, 
Be it known that I, ii. B. HoT (IIR. Iss, of 

Sharon, in the county of Litchfield and State 
of Connecticut, have invented a certain new 
and useful improvement in Time-Fuses for. 
Explosive Projectiles; and Idohereby declare 
that the following is a full and exact descrip 
tion thereof. 
The accompanying drawings form a part 

of this specification. Figure l is a side view 
of the fuse complete. Fig. 2 is a vertical sec 
tion of the same before firing. Fig. 3 is a cor 
responding section after firing. It shows the 
positions of the parts after the striker has 
fællen on the discharge of the cannon and has 
exploded the fulminate, and has the been 
thrown forward to the fullest possible extent 
by the resulting gases. Fig. 4 is a side ele 
vation of the capped striker detached from 
the other parts. Fig. 5 is a corresponding 
plan view. Fig. 6 is a central vertical sec 
tion through said part. Fig. 7 is a cross-sec 
tion through the entire fuse on the line S S in Fig. 3. 

Similar letters of reference indicate like parts in all the figures. 
To enable others skilled in the art to make 

and use my invention, I will proceed to de 
scribe its construction and operation, by the 
aid of the drawings, and of the letters of ref 
erence marked thereon. 
A is the exterior fuse-plug; B, an interior 

part fitting tightly in A, and adapted to be 
turned therein to regulate the time of the ex 
plosion in a manmer not necessary to be de 
scribed; and () is the slow-burning composi 
tion which fills the interior of 33. The fire 
from the combustion of C, coal municates at a 
proper time to the quicklowder C, and the 
explosion which the occurs ultures the thin 
plate N and ignites the mai “ontents of the 
shell. (Not represented.) 

it is necessary to ignite the forward end of 
the slow composition C at the moment the 
shell is projected forward. To effect this. 
inclose within the capacious head 3 of the 
turning part 3, a (uantity of fulminate and a 
striker, which latter strikes on the former by 
its inertia when the shell is thrown forward. 
The hot gases or ilame from the filminate ig 
hite the forward end of the composition C, 

dices a powerful und continuous current of 
flame, which should be allowed to escape freely 
under all circumstances, in order to insure a 
certain and uniform combustion of the slow composition. I attach great importance to 
the means by which I provide for such escape 
of the gases, 
E is a thin shell or cap, of copper or other 

suitable metal, andl ( is a striker of metal 
applied therein in the manner represented. 
When the cap E and striker {} are fitted to 
gether and introduced in the head B, in the 
manner represented, the firing of the gun will 
cause tae stiriker i G to move backward rela 
tively to E, and shear of the slight projec 
tions to g, which overhand the edge of the cap 
E. This allows it to strike on and explode 
the filminate F, which is between the interior 
of the cap E and tile base of the striker G. I. 
close the front of the hollow head B entirely 
by a stout disk, 3, which is secured by 
bending down a part of the rim of B, so that 
it shall cover the edge of B" after he latteris 
in place, and I provide holes I in the periph 
ery or sides of l3“, very mear the front thereof, 
as represented. In case the strike: G is 
thrown forward after it has struck and ex 
ploded the fulminate E, it will be observed that 
its projections ?y' will strike the front plate, B”, 
as shown in Fig. 3, and hold the main body. 
( of the striker at such a distance frojan B” that 
the gases may find a free passage through the 
intervening space, which, I designate G', be- . 
tween the main body of the striker G and the 
front plate, ", so as to escape without possi 
bie obstruction, uncle any circumstances, 
through the final discharge-holes I. The mo 
tion of the gases in such cases is denoted by 
arrows in Figs, 3 and 7. 

- The fact that the op 
and not in the front of the head is of advan. 
tage. If these holes are in the front, 3, the 
escape of the gases is liable to be entirely 
stopped and the fuse extinguished in a single 
icochet over water or soft earth. This is a 
matter the importance of which has long been 
known; but I am not aware that any one has, 
previous to my invention, provided for the 
leading of the gases, freely to side holes. 1, 
through spaces ('between the striker and the 
front of the inclosing cavity, which spaces are 

and the combustion of this eqmposition pro. kept open under all conditions, as I have done. 

enings are in the side. 

  



1 ?? 1???, clain the lateral openings , except, G, interior communicating passages, G', and 
in combination with the other pietients of y exterior lateral (lisehaige - passages, , coli. 

???? . . 41's N. the ti'ite composition 3. Ériminate F, stiriker 

  


